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Shoreline Vibe Entertanment

Shoreline vibe entertainment is a
home for new vibe for people who's
looking for a open door this will not
be easy and I will not make it easy for u hard work is
what we want good music and good people so put on
your vibe and let shoreline take u there peace. By
mrgrizz
kunta kenta Black Dynamite
Bio:kunte kente is a complicated
artist born in gary indiana
representing syracuse ny and
connecticut so he was exposed to a
varity of music signed to mns
records a artist discovered label that
kunte created as a way to put out his
music without major label telling him what and not to
put out along with many many back stabbing friends
and shiesty promoters that forced kente to just do for
self kente has constantly tried for that elusive record
deal only to be told different reasons why he wouldnt
get one fed up and seeing no other option and not
letting snakes derail his dreams kunte would work on
his music in the day and the streets at night till he
realized if he wanted to be around for his kids he would
have to leave the streets and get legalized so he went
and got two jobs and invested his money in his music
craft he has done shows for the 50 mics and
performed numerous times in the connecticut and new
york areas his goal is to see his mns brand treated as
the next duck down or rawkus records kente is willing
to work with any artist that believes in the m.o.e status
with out compromising integrity and honor or selling
out just to get it
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STATS
VISITS

PLAYS

18,544

3,225

STREAMS

DOWNLOADS

2,941

284

FEATURED SONGS

1

Born Winner

Hip-Hop

2

Bring em' out

Hip-Hop

